
Privacy Statement 
The SMRPA recognises that your privacy is very important to you and that you have a right to 
control your personal information. We know that providing personal information is an act of 
trust and we take that seriously. This privacy policy outlines the way your data will be handled 
and stored.  

Your email address will NEVER be displayed on this website. Email addresses are stored 
confidentially and securely with multi-layer protection.  

We will not email you anything unrelated to SMRPA & our petition. If your email address is 
supplied, it will be stored securely.  

If you are signing a petition, you may be sent a signature receipt by email that confirms that you 
have signed the petition. The receipt is for your records and provides information about how to 
edit and manage your signature. Your email address may be used for signature verification by 
SMRPA when we conduct quality control of a signature list. This is important to maintain high 
standards of signature list integrity. Quality signature lists promote quality petitions and 
successful campaigns.  

Your information 

SMRPA will not give or sell your personal information to any third party. If signing a petition, 
your information can be accessed by the petition's author. Petition authors agree to use signatures 
responsibly, legally and in compliance with our Terms and this Privacy Policy. This may involve 
the author contacting you about the campaign you have supported at SMRPA. Authors also have 
permission to forward petition signatures to the relevant petition's target, so petition targets may 
also ultimately view signature details. Authors agree not to republish petition signatures on any 
other website or public media forum.  

Signature and Signature Comment Display and Search Engine Access to 
Signature Lists and Signature Comments 

If you are signing a petition your signature and signature comment (excluding your email 
address and street address) may be publicly displayed in a signature list (and signature 
comment page). Each petition at SMRPA has a public signature list that publicly displays at 
SMRPA all those who sign each petition. Our public lists do not include email or street 
addresses but may include your town/city.  

	


